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                                                        Data Security

                                                        Protecting the sensitive data that fuels your business requires a great deal more than encryption and backup. Security teams need to know where sensitive data resides, who accesses it, and when abuse occurs in order to take immediate action.

                                                        Get more info
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                                                Analyst recognition

                        Imperva named an overall leader in the 2023 KuppingerCole Leadership Compass for Data Security Platforms
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                                                65+ data repository coverage

                        The industryâ€™s most complete platform support for on-premises and cloud data
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                                                Thousands of customers

                        Trusted organizations rely on Imperva for their data security needs

                                            

                

                    

    



                    

    
                
                                                    
                    

                    

                

                
                    
                                                    
                                
                                    Protect data in all phases of cloud adoption
                                    Data is central to todayâ€™s digital economy and securing data during cloud adoption is critical to reduce risk.                                    
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                            Security and innovation alignment

                            Data architectures evolve quickly and gain complexity requiring a shift in focus beyond users and systems to be effective

                            
                        
	
                            Visibility into data activity

                            Enterprise-wide visibility accelerates safe data migration

                            
                        
	
                            Deeper security and threat context

                            Native audit information rapidly becomes noise without insight from data security and event aggregation

                            
                        
	
                            Unify sensitive data protection

                            Protecting data requires discovery, classification, activity monitoring, and policy enforcement

                            
                        

                                                                
                                                                    

                            

                            
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

                    

    



                        
        
                            
                                            
                            
                                Broad data security and risk protection
                                Imperva provides centralized data security across legacy and modern cloud environments by automating detection, protection, and risk response for compliance and security operations.

                            

                        

                        
                                                                    	
                                                                                    Secure multi-cloud data architectures

                                                                                Enterprise-wide protection for 65+ data repositories, from legacy to cloud and hybrid

                                    
	
                                                                                    Unify data security and compliance

                                                                                Simplified with a unified platform for discovery, classification, and threat analytics

                                    
	
                                                                                    Extend data security to the SOC

                                                                                Over 260 built-in integrations on an open platform to speed investigation and response
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                                                                Data Security Platform Overall Leader

                            

                            Imperva named an overall leader in the 2023 KuppingerCole Leadership Compass for Data Security Platforms
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                                                    Overview

Imperva Data Security Fabric, purpose-built for hybrid multicloud environments, protects all your data assets â€“ giving you the risk visibility to prevent data breaches and avoid compliance incidents.
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                                                    Overview

Imperva Cloud Data Security delivers data discovery, classification, and protection for AWS and Azure managed database services beyond what is available from cloud service providers.
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                Ensure data security everywhere
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                            Mitigate data risk

Imperva data security reveals critical insight including sensitive data location, users, access, and risk.
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                            Gain clarity into threats

Understand context in data activity to rapidly fill in gaps for incident investigations.
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                            Secure evolving data infrastructure

Only Imperva expands upon legacy structured database protection to secure modern cloud data architectures.
                        

                    

                

                    

            



                        
        
                                                                
                        
                            
                            
                                
                                                                                                                                                        
                                            
                                                Imperva Data Security saved the bank over $90 million by streamlining hardware and software spending, eliminating database server load, and reducing manual processes that relied upon built-in database auditing.
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Protect Against Business Logic Abuse

Identify key capabilities to prevent attacks targeting your business logic

Download Now
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The 10th Annual Bad Bot Report

The evolution of malicious automation over the last decade

Download Now
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The State of Security Within eCommerce in 2022

Learn how automated threats and API attacks on retailers are increasing

Free Report
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Prevoty is now part of the Imperva Runtime Protection


	Protection against zero-day attacks

	No tuning, highly-accurate out-of-the-box

	Effective against OWASP top 10 vulnerabilities





Learn more here
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Want to see Imperva in action?
Fill out the form and our experts will be in touch shortly to book your personal demo.
 

                

                
                    
                    

                

            
Thank you!
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An Imperva security specialist will contact you shortly.
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â€œImperva prevented 10,000 attacks in the first 4 hours of Black Friday weekend with no latency to our online customers.â€�
Top 3 US Retailer
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2023 KuppingerCole Leadership Compass

Find out how Imperva DSF outperformed other data security platform vendors.

Download Now





                                
                            

                        

                    

                

                


